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GOLD DESIGNER LOOKS TO MAIDEN NAME FOR INSPIRATION 
Jane Silver Taylor Unveiled Her First Silver Collections at Couture 

 
AMHERST, MA July 23, 2012 – Having returned to the Couture show in 2012 as a 
member of “The Collective” by Sande Finkel, fine jewelry designer Jane Taylor debuted 
her first ever silver collections. Maintaining the company’s commitment to fine jewelry, 
all three lines feature vibrantly hued gemstones. 
 
Taylor, née Silver, has ironically always designed in gold. Prompted by the swings of the 
gold market in the summer of 2011 to explore new creative outlets, Taylor began 
sketching her first designs in her namesake metal. The end product is three collections- 
Bubble & Squeak, HEX, and Lily Pad- that identifiably bear Taylor’s hand, but are 
different from anything she’s ever created before. “Working in silver allowed me a lot of 
creative freedom,” said Taylor. “It was as if I got to press a ‘restart’ button in my mind, 
allowing myself to design in a new way; using a larger scale, new shapes, new finishes, 
and striving for a greater variety of styles.”  
 
Jane Taylor’s debut silver lines carry her signature blend of bold geometric shapes, 
feminine softness, and colored gemstones, and were proud to find their home in the 
inaugural “Collective” by Sande Finkel. Having debuted to a successful reception by retail 
stores and the press alike, Taylor looks forward to design expansions.  
 
About Jane Taylor Jewelry 
Jane Taylor started her business in 1995 with the intention of bringing heirloom quality 
jewelry together with contemporary design. This concept was encompassed by the words 
“Totally Everyday,” which described her designs as easy to wear, stylish and 
sophisticated.  It also described her every-day commitment to doing her best work for 
her customers. 
 
Jane has won two AGTA Spectrum awards and two DeBeers Diamonds Today awards. In 
2005, she won a Town and Country design award in the Diamond category at the 
Couture jewelry show in Las Vegas. Jane is the creator of several trademarks including 
the Chubby Bezel®, Hinge–Klick®, Pave Chubby Bezel®, Bohemia®, and Twinkle 
Twinkle®.  
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For more information, please contact Cleo Zancope at (800)240.2282 or 
cleo@janetaylor.com.  
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